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Marc J. J. Vrakking
The natural timescale for electron dynamics reaches down to the attosecond domain. Following the
discovery of attosecond laser pulses, about a decade ago, attosecond science has developed into a
vibrant, new research field, where the motion of single or multiple electrons and, in molecules, the
coupling of electronic and nuclear motion, can be investigated, on attosecond to few-femtosecond
timescales. Attosecond experiments require suitable observables. This review describes how ‘‘attosecond
imaging’’, basing itself on kinetic energy and angle-resolved detection of photoelectrons and fragment
ions using a velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, has been exploited in a number of pump–probe
experiments. The use of a VMI spectrometer in attosecond experiments has allowed the characterization
of attosecond pulse trains and isolated attosecond pulses, the elucidation of continuum electron
dynamics and wave packet interferometry in atomic photoionization and the observation of electron
localization in dissociative molecular photoionization.
1. Introduction
The development of attosecond laser pulses (1 as = 1018 s) in
the first decade of this century has redefined the scope of a
significant fraction of the research eﬀorts devoted to ultrafast
laser physics and chemistry. Whereas up to a decade ago
ultrafast experiments on molecules were primarily concerned
with time-resolving atomic motion within molecules in the course
of photo-induced processes,1 the emergence of attosecond laser
pulses2 has created unique possibilities for studying and control-
ling the electronic degrees of freedom as well as – in molecules –
the coupling of these degrees of freedom to the nuclear motion on
attosecond to few-femtosecond timescales. Attosecond experi-
ments offer novel opportunities both for the observation of
ultrafast atomic and molecular dynamics and for its laser-driven
control, exploiting both the short duration of currently available
few-cycle and attosecond laser sources and the sensitivity of
intense laser field driven processes to sub-cycle and hence
attosecond-time scale variations of the laser electric field.
Besides the unprecedented time-resolution aﬀorded by atto-
second laser techniques, attosecond science oﬀers unique
possibilities for achieving spatial resolution. This is a natural
consequence of the fact that attosecond pulses are tied to the
use of short laser wavelengths in the extreme ultra-violet (XUV)
and X-ray domain, since it is only here that the short optical
periods needed for the synthesis of attosecond pulses are
available. It follows that attosecond pulses exhibit photon
energies that are substantially higher than atomic and molec-
ular ionization potentials. This enables the ejection of energetic
photoelectrons with, correspondingly, a short de Broglie wave-




, so lDeBroglie = 1.0 Å for a 150 eV
photoelectron). Consequently, the photoelectron angular dis-
tributions (PADs) accompanying the ionization of molecules by
attosecond pulses contain structural information resulting
from scattering of the ejected photoelectrons in the molecular
frame, enriching the attosecond temporal resolution in the
experiment with Angstro¨m spatial resolution.3
Around the world, intensive research eﬀorts are ongoing,
striving to use attosecond and, more generally, ultrashort
XUV/X-ray techniques to achieve unprecedented temporal and
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spatial resolution. In this review, we will mostly focus on the
temporal aspects, and will describe how multi-dimensional
imaging techniques have allowed the rapid development of a
range of successful attosecond pump–probe experiments that
have started giving new insights into elementary electronic
dynamics and the coupled motion of electrons and nuclei on
attosecond to few-femtosecond timescales.
Attosecond pulses are inevitably formed in the process of
high-harmonic generation (HHG).4 In this process, an intense
femtosecond laser (typically a near-infrared (NIR) amplified
Ti:Sapphire laser, with a central wavelength of about 800 nm)
is focused onto an atomic or molecular gas, at an intensity of
1014–1015 W cm2. As described by the three-step model
proposed by Corkum5 and shown in Fig. 1, the high intensity
leads to rapid ionization of the gas, followed by acceleration
of the photoelectrons in the oscillatory laser field. During
their oscillatory motion, a significant fraction of the elec-
trons undergo re-collision with their parent ion, where recom-
bination accompanied by the emission of coherent XUV/X-ray
light can occur. Corkum’s three-step-model successfully
explained why HHG spectra extend to a high energy cut-off
given by Ecut-off = IP + 3.17Up, where IP is the ionization
potential of the atom/molecule used and Up ¼ Ilaser
4olaser2
is the
ponderomotive energy, i.e. the average kinetic energy of a free
electron in an oscillatory laser field with intensity Ilaser and
laser frequency olaser. At an 800 nm laser wavelength and an
intensity of 1014 W cm2, the ponderomotive energy is 6 eV,
explaining why HHG produces XUV photons.
The three-step model can also be used to rationalize why
HHG produces attosecond pulses. The first step in the three-
step model, the ionization of the gas by multi-photon ioniza-
tion, is a highly nonlinear process, which favors the maxima in
the oscillatory electric field of the laser. This is all the more true
when one considers that, under the conditions where most
HHG experiments are performed, strong-field ionization is
successfully described in terms of tunnel ionization, where
the electric field of the laser distorts the Coulomb potential
that binds the electron, and where the electron escapes this
potential by tunneling through the barrier in the Coulomb +
laser field potential (see Fig. 1). It follows that strong field
ionization does not occur continuously during the entire opti-
cal period of the driving laser field, but only eﬃciently occurs
during short intervals when the electric field is maximal. Given
that the optical period of 800 nm light is only 2.7 femtoseconds
long (1 fs = 1015 s), it follows that these intervals are very short,
on the order of 100 as. During the acceleration in the laser field
the ionized electron wave packet stays together, and conse-
quently the recombination process – like the ionization – only
occurs during a small fraction of the optical period, inevitably
leading to attosecond pulses.
Still, to produce clean attosecond pulses several more
steps are needed. First of all, the generated attosecond pulses
co-propagate with the NIR laser that has generated them,
meaning that a metal filter needs to be used that transmits
the XUV/X-ray light, while blocking the NIR light. Secondly,
every photon energy below Ecut-oﬀ is produced twice per half-
cycle of the driver laser, along what is commonly known as the
‘‘long’’ and ‘‘short’’ trajectories (see Fig. 1). Fortunately the
divergence of the XUV light that is produced from both trajec-
tories is rather diﬀerent, meaning that in the far-field the
attosecond pulses produced by the ‘‘short’’ trajectory can be
selected by appropriate use of a spatial filter. Furthermore,
HHG is a phase-matched process, which only reaches a mea-
surable eﬃciency if the XUV emission from many emitters
within an extended medium is in phase. HHG using the ‘‘long’’
and ‘‘short’’ trajectory is phase-matched under diﬀerent condi-
tions, providing another means of suppressing the unwanted
attosecond pulses produced by the long trajectories. Finally,
attosecond pulses are produced during every suﬃciently
intense half-cycle of the NIR laser, leading to the formation of
attosecond pulse trains (APTs) rather than isolated attosecond
pulses (IAPs). The formation of APTs is, at first sight, a problem
for time-resolved pump–probe experiments, since it implies
that the time where the attosecond pulse initiates or probes the
ultrafast dynamics of interest is ill-defined. Still, in the years
since their discovery, starting from experiments where attosecond
Fig. 1 (a) The three-step model of HHG.5 Ionization (by tunneling through
the Coulomb + laser field potential, blue arrow) launches an electron in the
continuum, which is subsequently accelerated by the oscillatory NIR laser
field. Along some of the trajectories (red arrow), the electron returns to the
ionic core, and a recombination accompanied by the emission of coherent
XUV/X-ray light occurs (green arrow). (b) The three-step model describes
the trajectories of the electrons in the laser field, the relation between the
time of ionization T0 and the time of the electron–ion re-collision Trecol,
and the kinetic energy of the re-colliding electron that can be converted
into photon energy. The maximum return energy of the electron is 3.17Up,
defining the HHG cut-off (red dot). This energy is acquired by electrons
that leave the atom around T0/Tlaser = 0.05, i.e. shortly after a maximum in
the NIR field. After acceleration in the laser field, these electrons return to
the ion around Trecol/Tlaser = 0.7, i.e. after about 3/4 of a laser cycle, near a
zero-crossing of the laser field. Electron trajectories that are launched
shortly after the cut-off trajectory return to the ion slightly earlier and are
therefore called ‘‘short’’ trajectories, whereas ionization closer to T0 = 0
leads to ‘‘long’’ trajectories. Contributions to the HHG from ‘‘long’’ and
‘‘short’’ trajectories can be separated on the basis of the XUV divergence
and the phase-matching conditions, thereby allowing the clean produc-
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phase-locking within an APT was demonstrated,6 scientists
have learned how to perform meaningful attosecond experi-
ments with APTs, and in this review we will encounter several
examples.7,8 At the same time, substantial efforts have been
undertaken to produce IAPs using a range of methods, namely
by working with very short NIR pulses and selecting the
attosecond pulses from the cut-off region,9,10 by using an NIR
pulse with a time-varying polarization and exploiting the fact
that HHG requires the polarization to be linear,11 by using a
two-color laser field,12 by working at high intensities where
efficient phase-matching is only maintained during a small
fraction of the NIR driving laser pulse,13 or using combinations
of the above. Several examples of experiments utilizing IAPs will
be discussed in this review.14,15
The experimental use of attosecond pulses still poses a
number of severe challenges, explaining why almost two dec-
ades passed before the use of XUV radiation generated by HHG
(discovered in the late 1980s16,17) was mastered to a level that
proliferation of the technique became possible. First of all,
since XUV radiation is absorbed by all materials, experiments
have to be entirely carried out in vacuum. Secondly, the devel-
opment of eﬃcient and high quality optics in the XUV range is
very diﬃcult. Thirdly, attosecond experiments pose extreme
requirements on the stability of optical setups. Considering
that a delay of 100 as corresponds to a distance of 30 nm, and
that in many attosecond setups the ‘‘pump’’ and ‘‘probe’’ lasers
travel along separate paths over a distance of several meters,
active stabilization of optical beam paths is often necessary
in order to achieve the required time-resolution. Finally,
the attosecond pulses obtained by HHG are so far very weak.
A typical conversion eﬃciency in HHG is 106, meaning that
mJ-level NIR driver pulses will be converted into nJ-level XUV/
X-ray pulses. To make matters worse, the tailoring of the NIR
pulse to enable the generation of IAPs induces further signifi-
cant reductions in the eﬃciency, meaning that many of the first
attosecond experiments were performed with pulse energies of
just a few tens of pJ. These low pulse energies have conse-
quences for the experiments that can be carried out. With
sub-nJ pulse energies it is impossible, for example, to construct
experimental setups where the probability that the atom/
molecule under investigation absorbs a photon from both a
pump attosecond pulse and a probe attosecond pulse is suﬃ-
ciently high. Correspondingly, the majority of attosecond
experiments that have been performed up to now have been
two-color XUV–NIR experiments where the attosecond time
resolution that is inherent in the pulse duration of the atto-
second pulse (APT or IAP) is combined with the use of the optical
cycle of the NIR laser (as stated, 2.7 fs at 800 nm) as a clock with
attosecond time-resolution. A number of ways in which this can
be done will be discussed in this review. In the last few years,
significant efforts are being undertaken to increase the pulse
energy of attosecond pulses, and – in particular – the pulse
energy of IAPs, in order to make XUV IAP pump–XUV IAP probe
experiments possible. On the one hand, these approaches
involve the use of larger scale laser systems delivering NIR
pulses with several hundreds of mJ pulse energy.18,19 On the
other hand, they involve the use of novel laser architectures like
optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) that
deliver NIR pulses with characteristics (in particular pulse
durations) that are more favorable for generating IAPs than
traditional Ti:Sapphire lasers.20 IAPs with pulse energies in the
100 nJ range have recently been reported19 and the first pump–
probe experiments using predominantly IAPs to both pump
and probe attosecond dynamics have recently been published
as well.21
As stated before, attosecond pulses involve photon energies
that can ionize all neutral targets. As a result, until the recent
emergence of attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy as
a very popular and widely used method,22,23 the use of atto-
second pulses has been largely based on measurements of
charged particles that are formed in experiments. The first
two experiments characterizing APTs and IAPs were based on
measurements of the photoelectrons produced in two-color
XUV + NIR ionization. In the case of APTs the dependence
of the intensity of two-color photoelectron sidebands on the
XUV–NIR delay was used to characterize the relative phase of a
comb of harmonics,6 while IAPs were characterized by using
somewhat stronger NIR fields, and making use of the same
ponderomotive acceleration (‘‘streaking’’) that underlies the
HHG process: by measuring shifts and broadening/narrowing
of the photoelectron spectrum as a function of XUV–NIR
delay,24,25 a complete reconstruction of the IAP temporal shape
is possible.11,26 The first successful application of attosecond
pulses in an XUV + NIR pump–probe experiment, measuring
the rate of Auger decay in Kr atoms, was also performed using
attosecond streaking spectroscopy.27
The detectors used in these early experiments were time-
of-flight photoelectron spectrometers, operated either under
field-free conditions or in combination with a magnetic bottle.28
The advantages of using multi-dimensional detectors, such as
velocity map imaging (VMI) detectors,29 giving access to both the
kinetic energy and angular distribution of the ejected photo-
electrons/photoions, were soon realized,30 and these days a
substantial fraction of the experiments in attosecond science
are carried out in this way. As detailed in other articles in this
special issue, in a velocity map imaging detector photoelectrons/
ions produced in a (laser) ionization experiment are projected
onto a two-dimensional detector, by applying an electric extrac-
tion field. The transport from the interaction region to the
detector takes a finite time. Consequently, on the detector the
particles are displaced from the center by an amount that is
proportional to their velocity in the plane of the detector,
explaining the name of the velocity map imaging technique.
Using appropriate retrieval algorithms, the 3D velocity distribu-
tion of the detected particles can be retrieved, provided the
experiment contains an axis of cylindrical symmetry (e.g. the
laser polarization axis) in the plane of the detector.
In this review an overview of representative examples of
‘‘attosecond imaging’’ experiments will be presented. We start in
Section 2 with a discussion of the characterization of APTs using
photoelectron velocity map imaging,30 and show how extensions
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orbital from which the attosecond pulse removes an electron.7,31
Furthermore, under suitably chosen experimental conditions,
the scattering of a re-colliding electron with the ionic core can be
visualized32 and electronic wave packets consisting of a super-
position of Rydberg states can be reconstructed.14 Whereas
Section 2 is largely concerned with atomic systems and conti-
nuum electrons, we turn to molecular systems and bound
electrons in Section 3. Given that ponderomotive streaking of
photoelectrons easily masks the bound electron dynamics of
interest, these experiments use detection of – in particular –
fragment ions formed by dissociative ionization. We discuss
experiments on control of electron localization in dissociative
ionization of D2 using a carrier envelope phase (CEP) stable few-
cycle laser pulse,33 which first allowed to infer the importance of
attosecond time-scale laser-driven electron dynamics in mole-
cules and discuss the extension of these experiments to XUV–
NIR attosecond pump–probe experiments, where the ionization
of D2 is initiated using an IAP.
15 While both of these experiments
largely rely on dynamics in the D2
+ molecular ion, we also briefly
discuss recent efforts to probe attosecond timescale electron
dynamics in neutral systems.34 In Section 4 we conclude with a
discussion of several other, complementary ‘‘attosecond ima-
ging’’ methods, and present a brief outlook for future research.
2. Attosecond photoelectron velocity
map imaging
As described in the introduction, HHG allows the conversion of
NIR femtosecond laser pulses to coherent XUV/X-ray light,
according to a mechanism that is commonly described by the
three-step model.5 In a photon picture, the atom/molecule
absorbs N photons and emits a single photon with a photon
energy E = No. In the dipole approximation, parity considera-
tions dictate that N must be odd. Alternatively, one can con-
sider that the attosecond pulses are produced twice per optical
cycle, i.e. at an opposite sign of the electric field, also dictating
that the spectrum is built up from odd harmonics. Correspond-




ENðtÞj j cos Nolasertþ jNð Þ (1)
where EN(t) is an envelope function that describes the turn-on
and turn-oﬀ of the harmonic radiation on femtosecond time-
scales. The time-dependent variations in EXUV(t) are much too
fast (in the PHz regime) to be measurable electronically. There-
fore the characterization of APTs is based on measuring all the
terms on the right-hand side of eqn (1), i.e. measuring |EN(t)|
and the relative variations of jN with N. Since we are predomi-
nantly interested in the attosecond duration of the XUV bursts,
the time dependence of |EN(t)| is often neglected, meaning that
its measurement reduces to a straightforward measurement of
the HHG spectrum using an XUV spectrometer. Access to jN
can be obtained by interferometry, namely by recording side-
bands in two-color XUV + NIR photoelectron spectra.6 For this
reason the method is known as RABBITT (reconstruction of
attosecond harmonic beating by interference of two-photon
transitions).35
Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental arrangement that was used
for the RABBITT measurements reported in ref. 30. The output
of a 50 Hz Ti:Sapphire laser system (delivering 70 fs, 10 mJ laser
pulses at 800 nm) was split into an annular outer beam (with a
diameter up to 20 mm) and an inner beam with a diameter of
3 mm, which were delayed with respect to each other by passing
both of them through small pieces of glass that were tilted to
slightly diﬀerent angles. After the HHG process, the outer beam
was blocked and the co-propagating harmonics and inner NIR
beam crossed a skimmed atomic beam in the active region of a
VMI spectrometer. Photoelectrons resulting from single-color
XUV ionization and from two-color XUV  NIR ionization were
both detected as a function of the delay Dt between the outer
and inner NIR beams, i.e. as a function of the XUV–NIR delay in
the VMI experiment. Since the total XUV yield is maximal when
the inner and outer NIR beams are in phase in the HHG gas jet,
a measurement of the total XUV yield as a function of delay
allowed the determination of the absolute time zero.
The intensity of the two-color sidebands oscillates as a
function of the two-color delay and contains an interference
term (see Fig. 2(b))
SN+1 B cos(2olaser Dt + jN  jN+2 + Djatomic) (2)
where Djatomic is a small atomic phase associated with the
delay between the atomic ionization by HN and HN+2.
36 As one
can recognize from eqn (2), the sideband intensity undergoes
two oscillations per NIR period. Fig. 2(c) shows two VMI images
recorded during a typical RABBITT scan, where the left image
was recorded at a delay where the XUV + NIR and XUV–NIR
pathways interfered destructively (so that the sidebands are
hardly visible), whereas the right image was recorded at a delay
where both pathways interfered constructively. By measuring
the sideband yield as a function of Dt, jN  jN+2 can be
extracted. Performing this procedure for a number of side-
bands allows determination of the relative variations of jN with
N for a range of harmonics, and hence the reconstruction of the
temporal shape of the XUV pulse (see eqn (1)). This is shown in
Fig. 2(d) for APTs that were generated using Ar, Kr and Xe as
generating gas. In all three cases an APT is clearly observed, and
in the case of Ar the duration of the individual attosecond
pulses reaches 250 as. A remarkable observation in Fig. 2 is the
delay between the APTs formed in Ar and Kr and those formed
in Xe. According to the three-step model, APTs are expected to
be formed at very similar times within the optical cycle of
the driving laser field (around Trecol/Tlaser = 0.7, see Fig. 1). The
observed differences between Ar, Kr and Xe may be due to the
fact that in Ar and Kr the HHG takes place in the tunneling
regime, whereas in Xe it takes place in the multi-photon
ionization regime, where resonant effects during the ionization
can strongly affect the subsequent re-collision times.37
In the RABBITT characterization of an APT discussed above,
the intensity of the NIR laser needs to be in the perturbative
regime (i.e.B1011 W cm2), in order to prevent contamination
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higher NIR non-linearity. When one wishes to characterize an
IAP, where the XUV spectrum is continuous, the experimental
requirements are very diﬀerent. In this case sidebands cannot
be observed, and the characterization is best performed in the
‘‘streaking’’ regime, where shifts and broadening/narrowing of
the photoelectron spectrum are measured as a function of
XUV–NIR delay.24,25 The streaking regime is conveniently
described by considering that, following the creation of a
photoelectron by an IAP at the time of ionization tionization,
the photoelectron acquires a momentum shift that is given by





Elaserðt 0Þ dt 0 ¼ eAlaser tionizationð Þ (3)
In other words, the photoelectron acquires a momentum
shift that is proportional to the vector potential Alaser(tionization)
of the NIR laser at the time of ionization. Given the large
bandwidth of an IAP, it is desirable that the associated energy
shift is at least on the order of 5 eV. At a typical photoelectron
kinetic energy of 54.4 eV (Ekin = 2 a.u., i.e. p = 2 a.u.) this
requires Dp E 0.09 a.u., or, given that Elaser,0 = olaserAlaser,0, an
NIR laser field with an intensity of appr. 1012 W cm2.
Streaking measurements utilizing VMI were reported in
ref. 38. In the experiment, Ne atoms were ionized by an IAP
and subsequently ponderomotively streaked using an 800 nm,
NIR laser field whose peak intensity was estimated to be
1013 W cm2. Fig. 3(a) shows the kinetic energy distributions
of photoelectrons ejected upwards within an angle of 201 from
the common XUV/NIR polarization axis as a function of the
XUV–NIR delay. Analysis of the experimental data using the
FROG-CRAB algorithm26 led to the simulated streaking trace
shown in Fig. 3(b) and the reconstructed IAP shown in Fig. 3(c),
revealing the production of a 230 as pulse. The angular distribu-
tions that can be observed using VMI in the streaking regime
have so far not extensively been used. However, they will become
important in the next experiment to be discussed.
Streaking of photoelectrons generated using APTs: attosecond
wave packet interferometry
While the characterization of APTs using RABBITT requires
perturbative NIR intensities that are much lower than the
intensities that are typically used in the streaking regime, very
interesting experiments are also possible using APTs in this
regime. The large ponderomotive momentum shifts induced by
the NIR laser can create interference between photoelectrons
that are ejected by diﬀerent attosecond laser pulses, and this
can provide information both on the NIR laser field and on the
atom being ionized. A first example was reported in ref. 7 and is
shown in Fig. 4. In these experiments an APT was generated by
HHG in Ar, using a 35 fs Ti:Sapphire laser pulse. The APT was
Fig. 2 (a) Experimental arrangement for the characterization of an attosecond pulse train (APT): attosecond pulses are generated in a gas jet, and
propagate co-linearly with part of the NIR laser used to generate them towards a VMI detector, where photoelectrons from two-color XUV  NIR
ionization are recorded. Prior to the HHG, the NIR beam is split into two parts, which can be delayed with respect to each other, namely an outer part that
is predominantly responsible for the HHG and that is then blocked, and a central part that only weakly modifies the HHG process and that is used in the
VMI. (b) Principle of the reconstruction of attosecond harmonic beating by interference of two-photon transitions:6,35 sideband photoelectrons are
produced by two-color (XUV  NIR) ionization involving two adjacent harmonics HN and HN+2; the two pathways interfere with each other and allow the
extraction of the relative phase diﬀerence between the two harmonics. (c) Slice through the 3D velocity distribution measured for mixed-color (XUV 
NIR) two-photon ionization of argon, where the XUV light was obtained by HHG in argon. The 3D velocity distribution contains sidebands due to two-
color (XUV  NIR) ionization involving adjacent harmonics. Arrows indicate photoelectron signals due to single-photon absorption of H13, resp. the
sideband S14 involving interfering signals from H13 and H15. In the image on the left, the interference is destructive for most sidebands, whereas in
the image on the right it is constructive. (d) Reconstructed APTs for HHG in Ar, Kr and Xe; in the case of Ar the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
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co-linearly overlapped with anB2.5  1013 W cm2 NIR pulse,
and VMI images were recorded as a function of the relative time
delay between the APT and the NIR pulse. Fig. 4 shows two
images that were obtained, corresponding to the case where the
APT was synchronized to the zero-crossings of the NIR vector
potential (left) and the case where the APT was synchronized to
the maxima/minima of the NIR vector potential (right).
In the former case, when the APT is synchronized to zero
crossings of the vector potential, there is no streaking, since the
time integral of the laser electric field from the time of ioniza-
tion is zero. Nevertheless, interesting interferences can be
observed, due to diﬀerences in the phase accumulation of
photoelectrons that are injected into the NIR laser field by
diﬀerent attosecond pulses within the APT. As explained in
ref. 31, the interference pattern that is observed on the VMI
detector can be understood by considering that (i) all observed
photoelectrons result from the absorption of one harmonic
photon and the absorption or stimulated emission of one or
more NIR photons, and hence lie on concentric circles around
the origin of the momentum map, and (ii) constructive inter-
ference between photoelectrons that are emitted by consecutive




2 þ py þ ð1Þk2eAlaser;0p
 2" #
¼ 2nþ 1ð Þ h
2p
olaser  IPþ 8p2  1
 
Up (4)
where px and py are the photoelectron momentum perpendi-
cular and parallel to the XUV/NIR laser polarization, k and n are
integers, and IP is the ionization potential of the atom from
which the photoelectron is removed. Eqn (4) describes con-
centric circles that are centered around two points
px ¼ 0; py ¼ 2eAlaser;0p
 
along the polarization axis. Hence,
the observation of photoelectron wave packet interferences at
this XUV–NIR delay provides a measurement of Alaser,0, i.e. the
vector potential (and hence the intensity) of the NIR field.
We may note that the condition where the attosecond
pulses ionize atoms when the vector potential of the NIR field
is zero is very similar to the condition that is encountered
when a strong NIR field itself ionizes the atom by means of
multi-photon or tunnel ionization. After all, as discussed in
the introduction, such an ionization process favors the max-
ima of the laser electric field, i.e. the points where the vector
potential is zero. Correspondingly, the interference patterns
discussed above bear a resemblance to interference patterns
Fig. 3 (a) Streaking measurements, where an IAP was used to ionize Ne
atoms in the presence of a NIR field with a peak intensity estimated at
1013 W cm2. The measurement shows the kinetic energy distribution of
photoelectrons emitted upwardly within 201 of the XUV/NIR polarization
axis, and recorded using a VMI spectrometer. (b) and (c) FROG-CRAB
analysis26 of the measured streaking trace, showing the simulated streak-
ing trace in (b) and the extracted XUV temporal intensity distribution (blue
curve) and temporal phase (green curve) (courtesy of M. Kling, taken from
ref. 38, copyright IOP).
Fig. 4 (a) Two relative delays between the XUV APT and the vector
potential Alaser(t) of the co-propagating NIR field, where the attosecond
pulses coincide with zero-crossings of Alaser(t) (left), resp. with maxima of
Alaser(t) (right). (b) Reconstructed 3D velocity distributions resulting from a
VMI measurement, for the two cases shown (taken from ref. 7, copyright
Nature Publishing Group). In the case on the left, the measurement reveals
a complicated interference pattern that allows one to determine the
amplitude of the vector potential and hence the NIR laser intensity. In
the case on the right ponderomotive streaking leads to interference
(especially at right angles with respect to the laser polarization) between
photoelectrons that are ejected in opposite directions along the laser
polarization, therefore allowing determination of the symmetry of the
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observed in strong-field-induced above-threshold ionization
(ATI), as confirmed by two recent publications.39,40
When the APT is synchronized to the maxima of the vector
potential (right side of Fig. 4), normal streaking conditions
apply, where the photoelectrons undergo momentum displace-
ment given by the vector potential of the NIR at the time of their
creation. Interestingly, this vector potential has the opposite
sign for consecutive pulses in the APT. Consequently, if for
ionization by one attosecond pulse A(tionization) o 0 (accompa-
nied by a momentum shift in the +py direction), then for the
next attosecond pulse A(tionization) > 0 (accompanied by a
momentum shift in the py direction). For a suﬃciently high
NIR laser intensity, the two opposing momentum shifts lead to
interferences that are especially observable at right angles with
respect to the laser polarization axis. In these interferences,
symmetry properties of the photoelectron momentum wave
functions manifest themselves. For example, as discussed in
ref. 7, for a momentum shift Dpy = pNIR, observable inter-
ferences at py = 0 will measure the possible phase diﬀerence in
the continuum wave function of the ejected photoelectron for
momenta (px, py = pNIR) and (px, pNIR). If there is a sign change
in the wave function between these momenta (as is the case for
a p-orbital aligned along the y-axis), then this will be readily
observable in the image. In ref. 7, XUV + NIR ionization of Ar
atoms was studied, where both the m = 0 and the m = 1
components of the l = 1 atomic ground state contributed.
Comparison between experiment and theory illustrated that
the latter components dominated.
Observing re-collision using the attosecond quantum
stroboscope
In our description of RABBITT and attosecond streaking
we have thus far only considered the interaction of the photo-
electron with the NIR laser field. This is often a good approxi-
mation. However, this approximation breaks down if the
photoelectron is formed with a small kinetic energy, or if
the NIR field is very strong. Under these conditions, like in
the HHG process, an NIR-driven re-collision of the electron
with its parent ion can occur. This dynamics was investigated
by Mauritsson et al. in ref. 32 and is shown in Fig. 5. In the
experiment, 300 as XUV pulses with a central energy of 24 eV
were used to ionize He atoms (IP = 24.6 eV), implying that a
large fraction of the photoelectrons were formed with a small
kinetic energy. A co-propagating NIR field with a peak intensity
of 1.2  1013 W cm2 was used, and drove re-collision pro-
cesses, which could clearly be observed in the VMI measure-
ments shown in Fig. 5. We note that in order to maximize the
utility of the experiment, special APTs were used, exhibiting
only a single attosecond pulse per NIR cycle. The HHG process
producing the attosecond pulses was carried out using the
combination of an 800 nm NIR Ti:Sapphire laser and its
400 nm second harmonic. The presence of this 400 nm laser
broke the symmetry in the HHG process, and led to a situation
where there was only a single electric field maximum per
optical cycle that led to the production of an attosecond pulse.
Hence, contrary to the previously discussed wave packet inter-
ferometry results (Fig. 4 and ref. 7) there was only one atto-
second pulse per NIR optical cycle and every attosecond pulse
therefore encountered the same magnitude and polarity of the
NIR laser field, prompting the authors to coin the term ‘‘atto-
second quantum stroboscope’’ for this measurement techni-
que. As a result of the use of an APT with just a single pulse per
NIR optical cycle, the images shown in Fig. 5 reveal an up-down
asymmetry, thereby providing a very transparent observation of
the electron–ion re-collision process.
Reconstructing bound state wave packets by quantum state
holography
Recently, a similar experiment was again carried out in He,14
but now with an IAP rather than an APT, and replacing the
many-cycle NIR laser pulse used in ref. 32 by a few-cycle pulse.
The important advantage is that – therefore – the time delay
between the IAP exciting or ionizing the He atoms is not only
defined on sub-NIR-cycle timescales, but can also be exploited
over longer timescales. As we will discuss below, this allowed
the reconstruction of a bound electron wave packet created by
the part of the IAP spectrum below the He IP. The experiment
can be viewed as the recording of a hologram, involving the
Fig. 5 Observations of electron–ion re-collision in two-color XUV + NIR ionization of He using an APT with a central energy (24 eV) close to the He
ionization potential (24.6 eV). Relatively slow photoelectrons resulting from ionization by an attosecond pulse re-collide with their parent ion under the
influence of a moderately strong (1.2 1013 W cm2) NIR laser field. The four images were obtained for different relative delays between the XUV APT and
the NIR pulse and, in each case, show a comparison between experimental results (right) and theoretical results obtained by numerically solving the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE). As a result of the use of a two-color field in the HHG, APTs with just a single attosecond pulse per NIR optical
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interference between a ‘‘reference’’ electron wave packet result-
ing from ionization by the XUV IAP and a ‘‘signal’’ electron
wave packet that results from XUV + NIR ionization.
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6(a). He
atoms are excited by an IAP that has part of its spectrum above
the He IP, producing a ‘‘reference’’ continuum electron wave
packet, and part of it below, producing a bound electron wave
packet, i.e. a coherent superposition state containing contribu-
tions from a number of p-orbital Rydberg states. After the XUV
IAP has passed, the continuum electron wave packet rapidly
moves away from the atom, while the bound Rydberg wave
packet displays radial oscillations. When, at a variable time
delay, the NIR pulse is sent in, it influences the phase of the
continuum electron wave packet (in a manner that can easily be
calculated), without however changing the photoelectron
kinetic energy, since optical fields cannot accelerate/decelerate
free electrons. The bound wave packet is ionized by the NIR
laser, producing a second ‘‘signal’’ continuum electron wave
packet that interferes with the earlier ‘‘reference’’ electron wave
packet on the VMI detector (see Fig. 6(b)), exploiting the high
momentum resolution (Dp/p E 0.01) that can be achieved.
Considering a contribution at final photoelectron energy
Econtinuum from the ionization of a Rydberg state with binding
energy ERydberg, the accumulated phase diﬀerence between the
‘‘reference’’ and ‘‘signal’’ wave packets may be written as
Dj(Econtinuum, tNIR  tXUV) = (Econtinuum  ERydberg) (tNIR  tXUV)
+ Dj1ph/2ph (5)
where the last term allows for possible intrinsic phase diﬀer-
ences in the XUV-only one-photon pathway and the XUV + NIR
two-photon pathway, as well as a possible initial phase of the
Rydberg state ionized. From eqn (5) it follows that Fourier
transformation (FT) of the time-dependent photoelectron
kinetic energy spectrum reveals both the energies (ERydberg) as
well as the populations and relative phases of the Rydberg wave
packet populated by the IAP, representing a full characteriza-
tion of this wave packet.14,41 We note that the experiment
exploits not only the momentum resolution of the VMI detec-
tor, but the angular resolution as well. Decomposition of the
photoelectron spectra (and the FT spectra derived from them)
in terms of contributions of P0, P1 and P2 Legendre polynomials
allows a separate observation of the total signal (P0), the
interference between XUV-only one-photon and XUV + NIR
two-photon contributions (P1), and the observation of interfer-
ence between diﬀerent Rydberg states contained in the original
bound state wave packet excited by the IAP (P0 and P2). We
furthermore note that the experiments reported in ref. 14 and
41 and Fig. 6 are to be understood as proof-of-principle experi-
ments, characterizing a bound state wave packet that is a priori
well known. The strength of the technique naturally lies in its
ability to characterize unknown wave packets, such as electron
wave packets arising through Auger decay or shake-up. We may
expect experiments in this direction in the near future.
3. Attosecond fragment ion velocity
map imaging
When attosecond pump–probe experiments are carried out on
molecular systems, the same continuum electron dynamics
that was discussed in the previous section in the context of
atomic experiments will again occur. That is, in a strong NIR
laser field photoelectrons will be streaked and in APT experi-
ments with weaker NIR laser fields sidebands will be visible,
as a result of two-color XUV  NIR interferences involving
Fig. 6 (a) Holographic method for the complete characterization of bound electron wave packets. An IAP is used to ionize He, and creates a ‘‘reference’’
continuum electron wave packet. At a variable XUV–NIR time delay, a few-cycle NIR pulse is used to ionize an unknown Rydberg wave packet in He,
thereby producing a ‘‘signal’’ continuum electron wave packet that interferes with the former reference wave packet on the VMI detector. (b) Kinetic
energy distribution upwards and downwards along the XUV/NIR polarization axis as a function of the XUV–NIR time delay. By observing the holographic
interference as a function of the XUV–NIR time delay, the energies, amplitudes and phases of the bound states contributing to the unknown Rydberg
wave packet can be fully characterized. The method was first demonstrated in an experiment where the ‘‘unknown’’ Rydberg wave packet was produced
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adjacent harmonics. Molecular RABBITT experiments have
been carried out by Haessler and co-workers for N2, revealing
the role of multiple continua and auto-ionizing resonances.42
Still, the use of angle- and/or energy-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy in attosecond pump–probe experiments on molecules
is very challenging, given the substantial complexity of the photo-
electron spectra that are encountered. This complexity is a conse-
quence of the large intrinsic bandwidth of the attosecond pulses,
which leads to resonant excitation and ionization processes invol-
ving a large number of electronic states. Furthermore, a relatively
high intensity of the NIR pulses is typically needed, which makes it
hard to work under conditions where the interaction with the NIR
laser is strictly linear. The interaction with the NIR laser may even
involve ponderomotive streaking of the outgoing photoelectrons, as
discussed above,7 or may lead to transient Stark shifts which cause
shifts of the observable photoelectron peaks. Realistically, we may
therefore expect that widespread exploitation of angle- and energy-
resolved photoelectronmeasurements will require the further devel-
opment of XUV IAP pump–XUV IAP probe experiments,21 or, in the
case of two-color XUV + NIR experiments, the successful implemen-
tation of experimental protocols combining coincident detection of
both the ion(s) and the electron(s) produced in a single pump–
probe event,43–45 in order to obtain more highly differential data.
Attosecond experiments on electron dynamics in molecular
systems have so far focused on the detection of fragment ions.
The first pump–probe experiment using attosecond laser pulses
was published in 2010,15 and was preceded by earlier experi-
ments illustrating the possibility of driving and observing atto-
second time-scale electron dynamics in small molecules.33,46
Rather than attosecond pulses, these earlier experiments used
carrier envelope phase (CEP)-stable few-cycle NIR laser pulses.
Quite generally, the electric field of a femtosecond laser
pulse can be written as
E(t) = |E0(t)|cos(olasert + jCEP) (6)
where E0(t) describes the pulse envelope (and possible time-
dependent changes in the carrier frequency of the pulse, which
is assumed to have a maximum at t = 0) and jCEP is the carrier
envelope oﬀset phase, which describes the phase oﬀset between
the maxima and minima in the rapid oscillations of the laser
electric field and themaximum of the pulse envelope. ForjCEP = 0,
the maximum of the pulse envelope and one of the maxima of
the laser electric field coincide (‘‘cosine pulse’’), whereas for
jCEP = p/2 the maximum of the pulse envelope coincides with a
zero-crossing of the electric field (‘‘sine pulse’’). Within the last
decade, femtosecond laser systems with a controlled and repro-
ducible jCEP have become common, and have played a major
role in the development of attosecond science, given the fact that
the controlled generation of IAPs requires that jCEP is stable.
47
In atomic physics, it was shown even before the develop-
ment of CEP-stable femtosecond amplifiers that jCEP plays an
important role, allowing one to control the direction of emis-
sion of photoelectrons in strong-field ionization.48 A similar
directionality was at the basis of the first observation of
attosecond time-scale electron dynamics in a molecule. In the
experiment, D2 molecules were dissociatively ionized using a
CEP-stable, 5 fs long, 1014 W cm2, 800 nm laser pulse.33 The
initial dynamics in the molecule bears a considerable similarity
to our earlier description of the three-step model (see Fig. 7a),
namely ionization followed by acceleration of the freed elec-
tron in the oscillatory laser field leading to an electron–ion
re-collision. However, in this case the focus of the experiment
was on another possible outcome of the re-collision event,
namely excitation of the D2
+ molecular ion from the initially
formed 1ssg ground state to the repulsive 2psu first excited
state. The proof for this dynamics was the observation of D+
ions with a high kinetic energy (up to 12 eV) and the depen-
dence of these signals on the polarization state of the NIR laser.
Once the re-collision excites the molecular ion to the 2psu
state, the fate of the molecule is – inevitably – dissociation.
Fig. 7 (a) Potential energy curves of D2 and D2
+, illustrating possible ionization mechanisms under the influence of a strong NIR field. Following
ionization of the neutral molecule by multi-photon absorption (red arrow), populating the 1ssg D2
+ ground state, further excitation to the 2psu state is
possible by means of a re-collision excitation (RCE, green arrow) or by means of a sequential excitation (SE, blue arrow) involving the absorption of one or
more NIR photons; at higher IR intensities, Coulomb explosion is possible as well. (b) D+ kinetic energy distribution P(E) (left) and normalized asymmetry
parameter [P(E)left  P(E)right]/[P(E)left + P(E)right], as a function of the D+ kinetic energy and the relative CEP of the few-cycle NIR pulse. The experiment
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However, given that the 2psu state has a well-defined ungerade
parity, this dissociation will just as often lead to a D+ ion that is
flying right along the laser polarization axis as to a D+ ion flying
left along the laser polarization axis. In the experiment, the D+
ions were measured using a VMI detector. Remarkably, it was
observed that the number of D+ ions flying right and left could
be different, and moreover, that jCEP controlled which direc-
tion was preferred. The main result is shown in Fig. 7b, which
shows the normalized asymmetry defined as
A(Ekin,D+) = [P(Ekin,D+)left  P(Ekin,D+)right]/[P(Ekin,D+)left + P(Ekin,D+)right]
(7)
as a function of the kinetic energy of the D+ fragments Ekin,D+
and as a function of jCEP. In order to determine the probabil-
ities P(Ekin,D+)left and P(Ekin,D+)right, the left and the right part of
D+ VMI images were integrated within 301 of the polarization
axis of the NIR laser. Fig. 7b shows clear oscillations of
A(Ekin,D+) as a function of jCEP for kinetic energies between 4
and 8 eV, where a shift of jCEP by p leads to a reversal of the
asymmetry.
The mechanism for this asymmetry is the laser-driven loca-
lization of the remaining electron in the dissociating D2
+ that
relies on a dipole coupling between the 2psu and 1ssg states. As
the molecule dissociates on the 2psu curve, it encounters a
region where the de-excitation from the 2psu to the 1ssg state is
a near-resonant process. Since dissociation of the D2
+ molecular
ion is so rapid, the molecule encounters this region within a few
femtoseconds after the re-collision excitation to the 2psu state.
Consequently, the tail of the few-cycle NIR pulse is intense
enough to de-excite a substantial fraction of the wave packet to
the 1ssg state. The molecules that are eventually detected (via a
measurement of the D+ fragment on the VMI detector) are then
in a coherent superposition of the 1ssg and 2psu states. This
coherent superposition state does not have a well-defined parity,
and hence the fraction of dissociating molecules where the D+
ion is detected on the right (in other words, where the remaining
electron is localized on the left D+ ion) can be diﬀerent from the
number of D+ ions detected on the left (where the remaining
electron is localized on the right). The importance of the
attosecond time-scale laser-driven dynamics can be understood
in the time-domain, by considering that the NIR laser drives the
electron that remains in the dissociating D2
+ ion back-and-forth
between the two D+ ions, until the separation between the two D+
ions becomes too large for the electron to cross or tunnel
through the potential energy barrier that separates the two D+
ions. This dynamics can be very well captured by means of semi-
classical calculations that describe the laser-driven localization
in terms of a passage of the nuclear wave packet through a
number of avoided crossings on laser-dressed potential energy
curves, which can be very well described by means of a Landau–
Zener formalism.49
Towards attosecond pump–probe experiments: observing
vibrational wave packets in H2
+
The first molecular pump–probe experiment using attosecond
laser pulses was a study where vibrational wave packet dynamics
in H2
+ were observed. An IAP ionized H2, launching a vibrational
wave packet in the 1ssg state. At a variable time delay a few-cycle
NIR laser was fired, which dissociated the H2
+ molecular ion,
leading to the formation of an H+ ion that could be measured,
with kinetic energy and angular resolution, using a VMI detector.
The dissociation efficiency of the vibrating H2
+ molecular ion by
the NIR pulse strongly favors times when the H2
+ internuclear
distance is stretched, since this minimizes the gap between the
1ssg and the 2psu state across which the excitation occurs. As a
result the experiment (see Fig. 8a) allows one to observe at which
times the H2
+ vibrational wave packet is near the outer turning
point of the 1ssg potential well. Clear oscillations, including
de-phasing and re-phasing of the wave packet, could be observed.
Fig. 8b shows a Fourier transform (FT) of the signal that was
measured (and simulated, using a TDSE calculation) between
0 and 1.2 eV kinetic energy. This FT shows that the experiment
can be understood in terms of number of two-level quantum
beats, establishing the connection between attosecond experi-
ments and well-known time-resolved vibrational dynamics as it
had previously been observed numerous times in femtochem-
istry experiments. As a result, the stage was set for the first
experiments using attosecond pump–probe techniques to
explore electron dynamics on the attosecond timescales.
First attosecond pump–probe experiments: electron
localization in dissociative ionization of D2 and H2
The first successful two-color XUV + NIR experiment combining
an IAP to initiate molecular dynamics and a few-cycle NIR pulse
to time-dependently probe or control this dynamics was pub-
lished in ref. 15. In order to successfully perform these experi-
ments, where only about 105–106 XUV photons per pulse were
available in the IAP (at 1 kHz), dedicated improvements in the
VMI spectrometer were first needed. Rather than using a
molecular target that was generated in a skimmed molecular
beam, the gas was introduced by incorporating a small capillary
in the repeller electrode of the VMI assembly, which further-
more was given a conical shape, in order to minimize changes
to the equipotential lines in the extraction region of the VMI.50
In the experiment, an IAP covering a spectral range from
20 to 40 eV, obtained by HHG including the use of polarization
gating,11,51 was used to ionize or excite neutral H2/D2 mole-
cules. At a variable time delay, a 6 fs NIR pulse with an
estimated peak intensity of 6  1012 W cm2 interacted with
the molecules. Like in the earlier experiment on CEP control of
electron localization,33 the main experimental observation con-
sisted of a measurement of the kinetic energy-resolved asym-
metry of the ejection of H+/D+ ions left or right along the laser
polarization axis. The main result of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 9a. This figure shows the normalized asymmetry (again
defined by eqn (7)) in the ejection of D+ ions resulting from two-
color XUV + NIR dissociative ionization of D2, as a function of
the XUV–NIR time delay. The main observation is that oscilla-
tions occur in the asymmetry over a wide range of kinetic
energies and over a wide range of XUV–NIR time delays,
including both positive time delays (where the NIR pulse
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the molecule is ionized or excited in the presence of the
NIR field.
A detailed theoretical analysis of the experimental results
revealed that the experimental results shown in Fig. 9a are
caused by two mechanisms, which are schematically presented
in Fig. 9b and c. The first of these mechanisms, shown in Fig. 9b,
is very similar to the previously discussed mechanism for CEP
control of electron localization,33 and relies on an NIR laser-
driven coupling between the 2psu and the 1ssg state. The main
diﬀerence with the work reported in ref. 33 is that the population
of the 2psu state does not occur by means of an NIR-driven
re-collision process, but by means of single-photon ionization by
the XUV IAP (or, possibly, two-color ionization were the XUV
excites a doubly excited neutral Rydberg state converging on the
2psu ionic state, which can be ionized by the absorption of a few
NIR photons). The XUV–NIR time delay moves the oscillations of
the NIR field with respect to the time of ionization and hence
influences the location of the NIR laser-induced avoided cross-
ings that the dissociating wave packet encounters on the laser-
dressed potentials, in much the same way that a variation of the
CEP moves these avoided crossings.49
However, this mechanism does not explain why electron
localization also occurs when the XUV and NIR pulses overlap
in time. As revealed by close-coupling calculations,52 a second
mechanism (shown in Fig. 9c) is responsible for the parity
breaking of the wave function in this situation. As before, the
challenge is to understand how the D+ ion that is detected in
the VMI spectrometer results from the formation of a coherent
superposition state with both gerade and ungerade compo-
nents. It turns out that the gerade component is formed by
means of an auto-ionization process. The XUV IAP excites the
molecule to the neutral doubly excited Q1-states that are located
a few eV below the 2psu ionic state. Like the 2psu state, the
Q1-states are strongly repulsive, and hence the nuclear wave
packet rapidly acquires a large kinetic energy. However, as long
as the Q1 state lies above the 1ssg ground state, an autoionization
process can occur, producing a wave packet on the ground state
that dissociates producing D+ ions with an appreciable kinetic
energy. As before, fast D+ ions can be formed along the 2psu curve,
as a result of XUV-induced ionization. Hence we can understand
that on both the gerade and ungerade curves dissociative wave
packets propagate which leads to overlapping kinetic energy
distributions, a prerequisite for the observation of electron locali-
zation. However, there is still one component missing here. So far,
we have only considered the role of the XUV pulse. Following
dipole selection rules the overall (ion + photoelectron) wave
Fig. 8 (a) H+ kinetic energy distribution as a function of the delay between an IAP populating the 1ssg ground state of H2
+ and a few-cycle NIR pulse that
dissociates the H2
+ molecular ion. (b) (left) FFT of the experimental data shown in (a), integrated between 0 and 1.2 eV, revealing the contribution from a
number of vibrational coherences. The inset shows a kinetic energy-resolved FFT, revealing a correlation between the vibrational coherence and the H+
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function must be ungerade for both XUV-induced processes,
meaning that the two pathways that we have discussed so far
are accompanied by a photoelectron described by even-l partial
waves in one case (auto-ionization) and by odd-l partial waves
in the other. Hence, the two pathways can in principle be
distinguished and do not interfere. What makes them interfere
in the end is, as in the first mechanism, the NIR pulse, which
can alter the angular momentum of the outgoing electron from
odd to even, thereby enforcing the electron localization. The
intriguing conclusion, drawn from the close-coupling calcula-
tions, is therefore that interaction of the NIR field with the
outgoing photoelectron controls the localization of the electron
that remains bound in the dissociating D2
+ molecular ion. This
mechanism therefore relies on correlation in the two-electron
wave function, and shows that attosecond pump–probe experi-
ments may be used to probe correlation and entanglement in
multi-electronic wave functions.
We note that since the experiment described in ref. 15,
XUV–NIR experiments on electron localization in dissociative
ionization of D2 have meanwhile also been carried out with an
APT with a single attosecond pulse per NIR optical cycle, i.e. in
the spirit of the ‘‘attosecond quantum stroboscope’’.53
Although again relying on the coherent preparation of a super-
position state containing contributions from both the 2psu and
1ssg states, the mechanism in this experiment was different,
namely XUV preparation of a dissociative wave packet on the
1ssg state, interfering with a wave packet on the 2psu state
formed by XUV + NIR ionization.
Towards more complex systems: attosecond dynamics in
neutral, polyatomic molecules
In all the molecular attosecond experiments discussed above,
the electronic dynamics that decided the outcome of the
experiment occurred in doubly excited states above the ioniza-
tion threshold or in states of the molecular ion. In parallel,
there has been an ongoing eﬀort to extend attosecond studies
to neutral molecules, through the excitation of valence electron
wave packets.54,55 An open question that is to be addressed in
the coming years is whether the preparation of electronic
coherences in molecules (i.e. the coherent preparation of
Fig. 9 (a) Time-resolved observation and control of electron localization in a pump–probe experiment, where H2/D2 molecules were exposed to an
XUV IAP and a time-delayed NIR few-cycle laser. H+/D+ fragments resulting from dissociative ionization were recorded using a VMI detector, and a
normalized asymmetry parameter [P(E)left  P(E)right]/[P(E)left + P(E)right] was evaluated as a function of the XUV–NIR time delay. The dependence of the
asymmetry on the kinetic energy release and the XUV–NIR time delay is caused by two mechanisms that are schematically presented below. (b) Electron
localization as a result of laser-driven coupling of the 2psu and the 1ssg states during the dissociation of the molecular ion that starts out on the 2psu
state. (c) Electron localization caused by coupling of the electronic degrees of freedom, where the action of the NIR laser on the outgoing photoelectron
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electronic superposition states, exploiting the large bandwidth
in attosecond laser pulses) allows novel paths towards chemical
control that are not available in more traditional experiments
that can be fully understood by considering the initial optical
excitation to a single, specific Born–Oppenheimer state.
In the last few years we have undertaken several experiments
trying to observe attosecond timescale electron dynamics in
neutral molecules. Our first attempt was an extension of the
XUV + NIR attosecond pump–probe experiment on H2 discussed
above, where we demonstrated that in dissociative ionization of
H2 the 2psu/1ssg branching ratio can be controlled on atto-
second timescales using a moderately strong NIR laser field.8 An
APT was used to ionize H2 in the presence of a 3  1013 W cm2
NIR laser field, and the H+ fragment ion kinetic energy distribu-
tion was measured as a function of the XUV–NIR pulse delay,
revealing RABBITT-like, sub-NIR-cycle oscillations in the yield of
high energy H+ fragments.8 The remarkable feature in these
experiments was that, unlike normal RABBITT, the NIR not only
coupled different photoelectron kinetic energies within one and
the same ionization continuum, but moreover provided a cou-
pling between the 2psu and 1ssg continua, thereby providing
access to control over the 2psu/1ssg branching ratio. However,
having stated this, it is clear that there is no role in this
explanation of the experiment for time-dependent electron
dynamics in the neutral molecule (i.e. prior to ionization).
A similar conclusion was reached in experiments on O2 that
were carried out under similar conditions, where O+ fragment
kinetic energy distributions could be controlled as well by means
of the XUV–NIR delay.56
We have managed only very recently to obtain the first
compelling evidence for attosecond timescale electron dynamics
in neutral molecules.34 In these experiments a series of small
molecules (N2, CO2 and C2H4) were ionized by an APT, in the
presence of a moderately strong (appr. 1013 W cm2) NIR laser
field. Rather than using VMI to measure the kinetic energy and
angular distribution of ionic fragments resulting from dissocia-
tive ionization, the experiment monitored the total ionization
yield (i.e. parent + fragment ions) as a function of XUV–NIR
delay, leading to the clear conclusion (supported by TDDFT
calculations) that the oscillatory electric field of the NIR laser
can modulate the ionization efficiency by the APT in an oscilla-
tory manner. Simply put, the NIR electric field polarizes the
molecules, inducing time-dependent density variations that
affect the probability that an XUV photon can be absorbed. In
future, it is intended to extend these experiments to aligned
molecules,57,58 and to extend the attosecond probing of time-
dependent electron density variations to perturbative dynamics,
i.e. coherent superposition states that persist even in the absence
of a driving NIR field.
4. Conclusion and outlook
In this review, an overview of the recent development of
attosecond science has been presented, emphasizing in parti-
cular the role that a series of velocity map imaging (VMI)
experiments have played in the initial characterization of
attosecond pulse trains (APTs)30 and isolated attosecond pulses
(IAPs),38 as well as in a number of application experiments that
have been performed in both atomic and molecular sys-
tems.7,14,15,31,59 As illustrated by these examples, the multi-
dimensional nature of VMI photoelectron/photo-ion detection,
allowing collection of charged particles with unit detection
eﬃciency and with both kinetic energy and angular resolution,
matched very well with the demands of these early attosecond
experiments. Consequently, VMI spectrometers have become a
standard tool in many attosecond laboratories, as well as, more
generally, laboratories using intense laser fields. Beyond the
work described in this review, where we have emphasized
experiments aimed at exploiting the attosecond resolution
provided by XUV/X-rays generated by high-harmonic generation
(HHG), VMI spectrometers are finding widespread use in
experiments where XUV/X-rays (both generated by HHG and
obtained from recently developed XUV/X-ray free electron
lasers) are used to study multi-photon ionization or time-
dependent molecular dynamics exploiting the high kinetic
energy of photoelectrons ejected by an XUV/X-ray photon.60–64
Let us consider the future of the use of VMI detection in
attosecond experiments. As demonstrated by this review, suc-
cessfully performing attosecond pump–probe experiments on
simple atomic or molecular systems with VMI detection of the
resulting photoelectrons or (fragment) ions has become possi-
ble in the last few years. However, the successful experiments
surveyed in this review mask the fact that uncorrelated obser-
vation with a VMI spectrometer of photoelectrons or (fragment)
ions in two-color XUV–NIR experiments often leads to data sets
that are extremely challenging to interpret. Indeed, while we
have been able to obtain insightful experimental outcomes for
simple systems like H2, the analysis of attosecond experiments
on small molecules like O2, N2 or CO2 has proven to be very
tough, due to the participation of many electronic states and
the non-perturbative nature of the NIR interaction. Interpreta-
tion of these experiments has thus far only been possible
through very intensive collaboration with theoretical groups.
As experimentalists, the challenge thus becomes to perform
more insightful experiments, an obvious path being the exten-
sion of attosecond XUV + NIR experiments to correlated detec-
tion of the full 3D momenta of both photoelectrons and
fragment ions, using a reaction microscope.43–45 Such experi-
ments are starting up in several laboratories, and are likely to
replace VMI spectrometers in attosecond experiments on sim-
ple systems.
The situation is likely to be somewhat diﬀerent when con-
sidering attosecond experiments on more complicated systems,
such as small bio-molecules. On the one hand, study of these
systems using reaction microscopes appears less tractable, due
to – among other things – the breakdown of the axial recoil
approximation, while on the other hand, insightful information
may likely be obtained through simpler observables, such as
the kinetic energy and angular distribution of fragment ions.
Already, a first study has been published where charge migra-
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spectroscopy,65 and we may anticipate that the use of velocity
map ion imaging will provide significant further insight into
this situation, or into related experiments that have recently
been performed.
A very prominent role for VMI is to be expected in future
XUV IAP pump-XUV IAP probe experiments. Given the fact that
these experiments necessarily rely on very high attosecond
pulse intensities, i.e. low repetition rate lasers, the use of VMI
detection promises to be an appropriate method to maximize
the information content that is extracted from the experiments.
The attosecond science field is still very young, and hence
‘‘attosecond imaging’’ may still have many surprises in store
that we cannot foresee at the moment. But it appears clear that
the combination of attosecond pump–probe spectroscopy with
VMI detection is a powerful one, where important results are
likely to be obtained in the years to come.
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